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Abstract

Real time control of five-axis machine tools requires smooth generation of feed, acceleration and jerk in CNC systems without
violating the physical limits of the drives. This paper presents a feed scheduling algorithm for CNC systems to minimize the machining
time for five-axis contour machining of sculptured surfaces. The variation of the feed along the five-axis tool-path is expressed in a cubic
B-spline form. The velocity, acceleration and jerk limits of the five axes are considered in finding the most optimal feed along the tool-
path in order to ensure smooth and linear operation of the servo drives with minimal tracking error. The time optimal feed motion is
obtained by iteratively modulating the feed control points of the B-spline to maximize the feed along the tool-path without violating the
programmed feed and the drives’ physical limits. Long tool-paths are handled efficiently by applying a moving window technique. The
improvement in the productivity and linear operation of the five drives is demonstrated with five-axis simulations and experiments on a
CNC machine tool.
r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Five-axis machine tools are widely used in machining
parts with complex sculptured surfaces such as dies, molds
and impellers. The goal of the industry is to maximize the
material removal rate without violating the tolerance of the
part while avoiding damage on the machine tool and
cutter. The process is affected by machine tool vibrations,
the machinability of the material and the accuracy of the
CNC system. This paper proposes an optimal feed
scheduling along a five-axis tool-path without violating
the limits of the drives, which leads to more accurate CNC
performance and reduced machining time.

Five-axis NC tool-paths are generated by CAD/CAM
systems as cubic or NURB splines, which can be processed
by modern CNC systems. Although a constant feed is

programmed in the NC block, the velocity, acceleration
and jerk on all five drives may continuously vary as a
function of path curvature and inverse kinematics of the
machine tool. If the velocity, acceleration and jerk of each
drive exceed its physical saturation limits, the linear
operation of the servo control is violated leading to severe
marks on the surface or instability of the controller. In the
current practice, conservative constant feed speeds are
selected for sections of the tool-path or sometimes a single
speed for the whole path so that the axis limits are never
violated, which may lead to lengthy machining times, since
the programmed feed is never reached by the machine
tool. This paper presents optimal scheduling of the feed
along the splined path while respecting the machine tool
drive limits.
The identification of optimal feed profile without

exceeding the saturation limits of the actuators is a
nontrivial optimization problem, and studied mainly by
the robotics researchers. Bobrow et al. [1] and Shin and
McKay [2] were the first to solve the minimum time control
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problem. They considered the trajectory generation as a
dynamic system with two states, e.g. path displacement (s)
and velocity (_s), and proved that the actuator torque
constraints limit the velocity along the tool-path. They
switched the acceleration (€s) between its maximum and
minimum limits at the identified path points to generate a
bang-bang style trajectory. Shiller and Lu [3,4] developed
reliable search procedures to find the switching points.
Other methods, such as dynamic programming (DP) [5] or
Pontryagin’s minimum principle [6] have also been applied
to solve the optimal control problem more efficiently. The
machine tool literature has implemented some of those
approaches in the cartesian machining of spline tool-paths.
Smith et al. [7] used the acceleration limits to generate the
velocity limiting curve, and implemented a similar
approach to Shiller and Lu to find the optimal feed-rate
profile along spline tool-paths for two-axis cartesian case.
Renton and Elbestawi [8] outlined a computationally
efficient two-pass algorithm to solve the minimum time
feed optimization problem. The algorithm works by
scanning through the trajectory in the forward and
reverse directions. Dong and Stori [9] have also included
a series of machine tool capability constraints, and
presented a two-pass structure. Unfortunately, such
trajectories possess discontinuous acceleration and torque
profiles, defeating the essential purpose of using a smooth
tool-path and leading to inaccurate contouring in high
speed machining.

In the interest of smoothing the trajectory and enhancing
the tracking performance, the jerk limits of the drives have
been considered as constraints at the expense of increased
computational complexity, requiring iterative solutions
as opposed to optimal control formulations [10]. Piazzi
and Visioli [11] used axis jerk; Constantinescu and Croft
[12] used the torque rate constraints, and iteratively
optimized the spline trajectories for minimum time motion
of robotic manipulators. Jerk limited trajectories have also
been adapted for machine tools, and computationally
efficient methods have always been favored for implemen-
tation on real time CNCs. A practical feed modulation
solution was proposed by Weck et al. [13] for multi-axis
machine tools following quintic spline tool-paths. They
considered velocity and acceleration limits of the
machine tool axis to determine a conservative feed for
each spline segment of the tool-path. The discrete feeds
are connected with jerk limited cubic acceleration trajec-
tory profile without considering the jerk limits of the
drives. Altintas and Erkorkmaz [14] later defined the
displacement profile as a minimum jerk quintic spline of
time along the tool-path, and optimized the travel time of
each segment iteratively. They considered velocity, accel-
eration, and the jerk limits of the drives for a smoother
motion. Although, their approach is extendible for any
type of multi-axis machine tool, the number of constraints
to be considered increases dramatically with the number of
axis. For instance, 14 constraints are used in the two-axis
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Nomenclature

x, y, z, a, c five-axis CNC machine tool axis co-
ordinates

s path displacement along the spline
tool-path

_sðsÞ; €sðsÞ; _ _ _sðsÞ tangential velocity (feed), acceleration and
jerk profiles as a function of the path displace-
ment along the path

Si length of each spline segment
fi feed at B-spline control points
Ni,3 cubic basis (interpolation) functions of the B-

spline

P ¼ ½Px Py Pz & tool tip position vector and its

scalar components (mm)

O ¼ ½Ox Oy Oz & orientation vector and its scalar

components
R(s) ¼ [P{Px(s),Py(s),Pz(s)}, O{Ox(s),Oy(s),Oz(s)}]

T the
pose vector of the tool defined in the workpiece
coordinates

q5' 1(s) ¼ [x(s), y(s), z(s), a(s), c(s)]T axis position
interpolation vector function and its five scalar
components

_q5'1; €q5'1;

___q5'1 vectors containing the axis velocity,
acceleration and jerk profiles, respectively

qs ¼ ½xsðsÞ; ysðsÞ; zsðsÞ; asðsÞ; csðsÞ&
T;

qss ¼ ½xssðsÞ; yssðsÞ; zssðsÞ; assðsÞ; cssðsÞ&
T;

qsss ¼ ½xsssðsÞ; ysssðsÞ; zsssðsÞ; asssðsÞ; csssðsÞ&
T

vectors con-

taining the first, second and third derivatives of
the five axes positions with respect to the path
displacement (s), respectively

qvsðsÞ ¼ ½qvs;1ðsÞ; q
v
s;2ðsÞ; . . . ; q

v
s;5ðsÞ&

T vector containing the

velocity limit normalized first derivatives of the
axis positions

qas ðsÞ ¼ ½qas;1ðsÞ; q
a
s;2ðsÞ; . . . ; q

a
s;5ðsÞ&

T;

qassðsÞ ¼ ½qass;1ðsÞ; q
a
ss;2ðsÞ; . . . ; q

a
ss;5ðsÞ&

T vectors containing

the acceleration limit normalized first and
second derivatives of the axis positions

qjsðsÞ ¼ ½qjs;1ðsÞ; q
j
s;2ðsÞ; . . . ; q

j
s;5ðsÞ&

T;

qjssðsÞ ¼ ½qjss;1ðsÞ; q
j
ss;2ðsÞ; . . . ; q

j
ss;5ðsÞ&

T;

qjsssðsÞ ¼ ½qjsss;1ðsÞ; q
j
sss;2ðsÞ; . . . ; q

j
sss;5ðsÞ&

T

vectors con-

taining the jerk limit normalized first, second
and third derivatives of the axis positions

C5' 1(s) optimization constraint vector function
_sV ;maxðsÞ; _sA;maxðsÞ; _sJ ;maxðsÞ maximum path velocities

with respect to axis velocity, acceleration and
jerk limits, respectively
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case, which must be increased to 32 for the five-axis
machines.

A computationally efficient feed scheduling algorithm is
presented here for five-axis machining operations. The feed
along the tool-path is optimized in a computationally
efficient manner by respecting the velocity, acceleration
and jerk limits of all five drives. The identified feeds at the
discrete path points are fit to a cubic spline to ensure
smooth trajectory along the tool-path. The algorithm is
demonstrated with simulations and experiments on five-
axis flank milling of an impeller blade.

2. Minimum time feed optimization problem

The objective of the paper is to minimize five-axis
machining time while respecting both process and machine
tool constraints. The process constraint is the vector feed
along the tool-path, which is defined in the NC program by
the process planner. The machine tool constraints are the
velocity, acceleration/torque, and jerk limits of all active
linear and rotary feed drives. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
feed (_s ¼ ds=dt) must be scheduled along the tool-path (s)
in such a way that the constraints are not violated. As a
consequence, the acceleration (€s ¼ d2s=dt2) and jerk

( _ _ _s ¼ d3s=dt3) along the tool-path also become path
dependent as follows:

_s ¼ _sðsÞ

€sðsÞ ¼
d_sðsÞ
ds

ds

dt
¼

d_sðsÞ
ds

_sðsÞ

_ _ _sðsÞ ¼
d€sðsÞ
ds

ds

dt
¼

d2 _sðsÞ
ds2

_s2ðsÞ þ
d_sðsÞ
ds

! "2

_sðsÞ

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

. (1)

Let us consider an arbitrary splined path (S) passing

through knots Pk with a total length of SS ¼
PNp)1

k¼1 Sk (see
Fig. 2). The instantaneous feed along the path is _s ¼ ds=dt;
equivalently, the differential time (dt) to travel along
infinitesimal path segment (ds) is dt ¼ ds=_s. The feed
optimization problem is defined as the minimization of
total travel time (TS) along the entire path (SS), while
respecting a set of physical limits (C) of the machine and
process.

minðTSÞ ¼ min
_S

Z SS

0

ds

_sðsÞ
subject to f_s; €s; _ _ _sg

pCfAxis Limitsg for 0pspSS. (2)

The tangential feed (_s), acceleration (€s) and jerk ( _ _ _s) are
typically fitted as functions of time (t) to cubic or quintic
splines in order to avoid discontinuities in the multi-axis
trajectory [13,14]. An arc length parameterized cubic B-
spline is used to define the feed profile as a function of path
position in this paper.

_sðsÞ ¼ N0;3ðsÞf 0 þN1;3ðsÞf 1 þ * * * þNn)1;3ðsÞf n)1

¼
Xn)1

i¼0

Ni;3ðsÞf i, (3)

where Ni,3(s) are the basis functions of the B-spline, and fi
(i=0, 1, y, n)1) are the n control points used as
optimization variables in modulating the feed profile along
the tool-path. The details of evaluating the B-spline
adapted to feed optimization algorithm is given in the
appendix.
The feed affects the chip load, hence the cutting force.

The tangential acceleration along the path may be limited
to dampen the aggressive motions along the path, and
tangential jerk may be constrained to avoid exciting path
dependent structural modes of the machine tool. However,
the physical limits are the velocity, acceleration and jerk
capacities of individual drives on the machine which should
not be violated in order to avoid actuator saturation during
five-axis contour machining. A typical five-axis motion
command in workpiece coordinate system is given by a
sequence of discrete positions of the cutter along the path.
Each tool position is defined by three cartesian coordinates
of its center P ¼ ½Px Py Pz & and angular orientation
vector of the cutter axis O ¼ ½Ox Oy Oz &; j~Oj ¼ 1 as

R ¼ ½P;O&T. (4)

The sequence of Np tool positions are fitted to a cubic,
quintic, Nurb or B-Splines in order to interpolate the
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intermediate cutter positions as the tool travels along the
path (see Fig. 2). Spline tool-paths are generally para-
meterized with respect to their length (s) [15]. The tool
position and orientation given in the workpiece coordinate
system define the pose of the tool expressed as a function of
path displacement (s) as

RðsÞ ¼ ½PfPxðsÞ;PyðsÞ;PzðsÞg; OfOxðsÞ;OyðsÞ;OzðsÞg&T.
(5)

The pose is then transformed to axis drive positions as a
function of path displacement (s) by the inverse kinematics
model of the five-axis machine,

q5'1ðsÞ ¼ ½xðsÞ; yðsÞ; zðsÞ; aðsÞ; cðsÞ&T, (6)

where [x(s), y(s), z(s)] and [a(s), c(s)] are the positions of
linear and rotary drives, respectively. The velocity (_q5'1),
acceleration (€q5'1) and jerk ( ___q5'1) profiles of each drive are
evaluated as,

_qðsÞ ¼ qsðsÞ_sðsÞ
€qðsÞ ¼ qssðsÞ_s

2ðsÞ þ qsðsÞ€sðsÞ

___qðsÞ ¼ qsssðsÞ_s
3ðsÞ þ 3qssðsÞ_sðsÞ€sðsÞ þ qsðsÞ

_ _ _sðsÞ

9
>=

>;
, (7)

where

qsðsÞ ¼
dqðsÞ
ds

; qssðsÞ ¼
d2qðsÞ
ds2

; qsssðsÞ ¼
d3qðsÞ
ds3

#
(8)

are derivatives of the axis positions.

3. Kinematic and dynamic constraints

The user commands the tool to maintain the feed
along the tool-path in order to preserve the allowed
chip load on the tool, i.e. _spfeed. However, as derivatives
of the tool-path changes, the commanded path velocity, the
feed, may violate the speed, acceleration and jerk limits of
active drives on the five-axis machine tool. The feed must
be constrained to avoid the violation of axis limits as
follows.

3.1. Velocity constraints

The velocities of five drives given in Eq. (7) must not
exceed their saturation limits ½ vx max vy max

vz maxva maxvc max&T for a five-axis machine tool traveling
along a curved tool-path (0pspSS),

)

1

1

1

1

1

2

6666664

3

7777775
p

xsðsÞ
vxmax

ysðsÞ
vymax

zsðsÞ
vzmax

asðsÞ
vamax

csðsÞ
vcmax

2

66666666666666664

3

77777777777777775

_sðsÞp

1

1

1

1

1

2

6666664

3

7777775
. (9)
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Fig. 2. Five-axis motion generation.
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The path velocity is positive _sðsÞX0, and using the
normalized partial derivatives,

qvsðsÞ5'1 ¼
xsðsÞ
vxmax

;
ysðsÞ
vymax

;
zsðsÞ
vzmax

;
asðsÞ
vamax

;
csðsÞ
vcmax

$ %T
(10)

the axis velocities are constrained as,

jqvs;iðsÞj_sðsÞ ) 1p0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5. (11)

The absolute values of derivatives of the axis positions
(jqvs;iðsÞj) are expressed as scalar functions of the path length
(s), hence they are evaluated from the specified path
geometry as shown in Fig. 2. The maximum allowable feed
(_sV ), computed from Eq. (11) satisfies the velocity
constraints (½ vx max vy max vz max va max vc max &T) of
all five drives:

_sV ;maxðsÞ ¼
1

max
i¼1;2;...;5

fjqvs;iðsÞjg
¼

1

qvs;max

. (12)

It is evident from Eqs. (9) and (12) that the drive, which has
the maximum first derivative of its displacement normal-
ized with its velocity limit, determines the allowable feed
along the path (s). Eq. (12) may also be expressed in a
single velocity inequality as:

CvðsÞ ¼ qvs;max _sðsÞ ) 1p0. (13)

3.2. Acceleration constraints

The product of acceleration and reflected inertia at the
motor determine the required dynamic torque from the
actuator. The torque or equivalent acceleration at each
drive must be constrained to avoid actuator saturation
limits. If the axis acceleration limits are specified as
½ ax max ay max az max aa max ac max &T, the feed (_s) must
be constrained according to Eq. (7) as,

)

ax max

ay max

az max

aa max

ac max

2

6666664

3

7777775
p

xssðsÞ
yssðsÞ
zssðsÞ
assðsÞ
cssðsÞ

2

6666664

3

7777775

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
qss

_s2ðsÞ þ

xsðsÞ
ysðsÞ
zsðsÞ
asðsÞ
csðsÞ

2

6666664

3

7777775

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
qs

€sðsÞp

ax max

ay max

az max

aa max

ac max

2

6666664

3

7777775

(14)

for 0pspSS. By normalizing the derivatives of the axis
positions with the acceleration limits,

qas ðsÞ ¼
xsðsÞ
ax max

;
ysðsÞ
ay max

;
zsðsÞ
az max

;
asðsÞ
aa max

;
csðsÞ
ac max

$ %T

qassðsÞ ¼
xssðsÞ
ax max

;
yssðsÞ
ay max

;
zssðsÞ
az max

;
assðsÞ
aa max

;
cssðsÞ
ac max

$ %T

9
>>>>=

>>>>;

(15)

Eq. (14) is reduced to the following form

jqass;iðsÞ_s
2ðsÞ þ qas;iðsÞ€sðsÞjp1; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5. (16)

Using the triangular (|A+B|p|A|+|B|) and multiplicative
(|A'B|p|A|' |B|) properties of the absolute value, the
acceleration inequalities may be expanded as:

jqass;iðsÞj_s
2ðsÞ þ jqas;iðsÞjj€sðsÞjp1; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5. (17)

Note that Eq. (17) represents a linear relationship between
square of the feed (_s2) and the tangential acceleration (€s) for
each axis (q(s) ¼ [x(s), y(s), z(s), a(s), c(c)]T) (see Fig. 3).
When the machine starts to move from zero speed, it can use
the maximum allowable tangential acceleration to reach the
desired feed, which corresponds to (€s) axis. When the
machine travels at the constant feed (_s), the required
tangential acceleration is zero. The acceleration limits of the
drives determine the allowable feed and tangential accelera-
tion. While one axis may limit the feed, another may
constrain the acceleration depending on their partial deriva-
tives. A pair of feed and tangential acceleration must be
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identified iteratively during feed optimization from the five
sets of inequalities to avoid violating the acceleration limits of
the drives which leads to the acceleration feasible operating
region of the machine given at a path position (s) as in Fig. 3.

However, the iterative solution of feasible feed and
acceleration may bring unaffordable computational cost to
the real time trajectory generation algorithm. The feasible
solution region for the feed and tangential acceleration
may be bounded by the acceleration limits of only a few
drives as illustrated in Fig. 3, and evaluated from,

_sðsÞ ¼ 0 ) €sA;maxðsÞ ¼ min
i¼1;2;...;5

1

jqas;iðsÞj

( )

¼
1

max
i¼1;2;...;5

jqas;iðsÞj

8
<

:

9
=

; ¼
1

qass;maxðsÞ

€sðsÞ ¼ 0 ) _sA;maxðsÞ ¼ min
i¼1;2;...;5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

jqass;iðsÞj

s( )

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

max
i¼1;2;...;5

jqass;iðsÞj

vuut

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;
¼

1

qas;maxðsÞ

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

. (18)

By substituting (qas;max; q
a
ss;max), Eq. (17) can be reduced to a

simple linear relationship defining a triangular, feasible feed
and tangential acceleration region bound by (_sA;max; €sA;max),

CaðsÞ ¼ qas;maxðsÞj€sðsÞjþ qass;maxðsÞ_s
2ðsÞ ) 1p0. (19)

Eq. (19) reduces the computational cost of the iterative feed
optimization procedure by cutting down the number of
constraint evaluations from five (Eq. (17) to one at the
expense of losing part of the feasible feed-acceleration
region as shown in Fig. 3.

3.3. Jerk constraints

Limiting the axis jerk values smooth, the position
commands; hence reducing the high frequency con-
tent, which leads to a better tracking performance
along the curved path. If the imposed jerk limits are
½ Jx max Jy max Jz max Ja max Jc max &T, the following
normalized jerk constraints are defined from Eq. (7):

)

1

1

1

1

1

2

666666664

3

777777775

p

xsssðsÞ
Jx max

ysssðsÞ
Jy max

zsssðsÞ
Jz max

asssðsÞ
Ja max

csssðsÞ
Jc max

2

6666666666666666664

3

7777777777777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
q
j
sssðsÞ

_s3ðsÞ þ 3
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Jx max
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Jz max
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Ja max

cssðsÞ
Jc max

2

6666666666666666664

3

7777777777777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
q
j
ssðsÞ

_sðsÞ€sðsÞ

þ

xsðsÞ
Jx max

ysðsÞ
Jy max

xsðsÞ
Jz max

xsðsÞ
Ja max

xsðsÞ
Jc max

2

6666666666666666664

3

7777777777777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
q
j
sðsÞ

_ _ _sðsÞp

1

1

1

1

1

2

666666664

3

777777775

(20)

for 0pspSS. Alternatively, Eq. (20) can be expressed by,

jqjsss;iðsÞ_s
3ðsÞ þ 3qjss;iðsÞ_sðsÞ€sðsÞ þ qjs;iðsÞ

_ _ _sðsÞjp1,

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5 (21)

and expanded as

jqjsss;iðsÞjj_s
3ðsÞjþ 3jqjss;iðsÞjj_sðsÞjj€sðsÞj

þ jqjs;iðsÞjj

_ _ _sðsÞjp1; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5. (22)

where jqjsss;iðsÞj, jq
j
ss;iðsÞj and jqjs;iðsÞj are tool-path dependent

derivatives. Eq. (22) generates a three dimensional operat-
ing surface with respect to the jerk limits of the drives as
shown in Fig. 4. The maximum feed (_s), tangential
acceleration (€s) and the jerk ( _ _ _s) at a path position (s) can
be identified by setting two of them to zero, and evaluating
the other from the jerk limits of the drives. For instance,
the jerk limited maximum feed (_sJ ;maxðsÞ) is computed as,

€sðsÞ ¼ _ _ _sðsÞ ¼ 0 ) _sJ;maxðsÞ ¼ min
i¼1;2;...;5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

jqjsss;iðsÞj
3

s( )

. (23)

The feasible set of feed, tangential acceleration and jerk
identified in the operating region is then iteratively found
during feed optimization by evaluating Eq. (22), which is
computationally complex and too costly to be implemented
in a CNC system. Similar to the methodology presented for
the acceleration limits, the maximum values of the jerk
normalized derivatives are selected by considering all
five drives,

qjsss;maxðsÞ ¼ max
i¼1;2;...;5

fjqjsss;iðsÞjg

qjss;maxðsÞ ¼ max
i¼1;2;...;5

fjqjss;iðsÞjg

qjs;maxðsÞ ¼ max
i¼1;2;...;5

fjqjs;iðsÞjg

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

(24)

and substituted in Eq. (22) to find the constraint equation,

CjðsÞ ¼ qjsss;maxðsÞ_s
3ðsÞ þ 3qjss;maxðsÞ_sðsÞj€sðsÞj

þ qjs;maxðsÞj

_ _ _sðsÞj) 1p0. (25)

While Eq. (22) has to be evaluated for all five axes, Eq. (25)
is a single set, which considers a combination of axes whose
jerk limits affect the feasible operating region of the
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machine tool. However, the tangential jerk, acceleration
and speed are still coupled; hence they need to be identified
iteratively from Eq. (25). The identified feed (_sJ ðsÞ),
tangential acceleration (€sJðsÞ) and tangential jerk ( _ _ _sJðsÞ)
satisfy the jerk limits on all five drives.

4. Solution of minimum time feed optimization problem

It is proposed that the feed is scheduled along the tool-
path without violating the velocity, acceleration and jerk

limits of all five drives. The axes constraints given in
Eqs. (13), (19) and (25) are stacked into the following
vector

CðsÞ ¼ ½C)
f ðsÞ Cþ

f ðsÞ CvðsÞ CaðsÞ CjðsÞ &T5'1, (26)

where C)
f ðsÞ ¼ )_sðsÞp0 is the lower limit of the velocity to

ensure forward motion (e.g. positive feed direction), and
Cþ

f ðsÞ ¼ _sðsÞ ) feedp0 is the user specified upper limit of
the feed along the path. Hence, the feed at any position
along the five-axis tool-path must satisfy the drive
constraints by selecting the most conservative value,

_spminf_sV ðsÞ; _sAðs; €sÞ; _sJðs; €s; _ _ _sÞg. (27)

The feed is limited by one of the velocity, acceleration and
jerk limits of the drives along different sections of the tool-
path. The algorithm identifies allowable feed, tangential
acceleration and jerk at each tool position along the path.
When the feed is varied between the two consecutive tool-
path points, the corresponding tangential acceleration and
jerk must be less than the values already set by the drive
limits at the target tool-path point.

j€sjpminf€sAðs; _sÞ; €sJðs; _s; _ _ _sÞg; j _ _ _sjpminf _ _ _sJ ðs; _s; €sÞg. (28)

The feed optimization problem is defined as the minimiza-
tion of tool-path travel time while respecting the velocity,
acceleration and jerk constraints of all five axes along the
tool-path. The nonlinear optimization is solved using
Sequential Quadratic Problem (SQP) [16]. The feed profile
is expressed in B-spline form as a function of path length
(s) with modulated control points (f) defined at n fixed path
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positions (s),

f ¼ ½f 0; f 1; . . . ; f n)1&; s ¼ ½s0; s1; . . . ; sn)1& (29)

and optimized to minimize the machining time while
respecting axis constraints (C(s)) given in Eq. (26)

J ¼ min
f

Z S

0

ds

_s
subject to : CðsÞp0 for 0pspSS,

(30)

While the feed control points (f) are fixed at (n) path points
(s), the violation of constraints can be checked at denser
intervals (Ds (!0.1, y, 1)mm). The fixed number feed
control points move up and down, altering the feed profile
during the iterative optimization process until optimal
nominal feed values, which do not violate the machine
drive constraints, are obtained.

The optimization process can be computationally
inefficient if all control points are considered simulta-
neously along a long tool-path. Instead, the optimization
algorithm is applied in moving windows with a smaller
number of control points (i.e. 20). The overlapping part of
the window can be limited to few points (i.e. 5) depending
on the sharp changes in the curvature of the path as shown
in Fig. 5.

5. Simulation and experimental results

The proposed trajectory optimization algorithm is
applied to five-axis flank milling of a jet engine impeller,
and the tool-path is shown in Fig. 6. The machine tool
shown in Fig. 7 has three cartesian (x,y,z) and two rotary
(a,c) drives with 2.9 mm and 0.00051 encoder resolutions,

respectively. The in house developed research CNC has an
open architecture, which allows rapid implementation of
trajectory generation and control laws. The tool-path for
one impeller blade consists of 196 positions at varying
displacement intervals, and is fitted with a B-spline at
the tool tip (P(s)) with a chord error of 35 mm and the
orientation error of 0.091. The programmed feed along the
path was 150mm/s.
The curvature along the tool-path changes continuously,

but with worst peaks at the beginning (25–50mm), in the
middle (150–190mm), and towards the end (250–290mm)
where the tool has to move around the trailing and leading
edges of the blade. The transformation of tool position into
the axis positions is summarized as:

cðsÞ ¼ tan)1 OxðsÞ
OyðsÞ

! "
;

aðsÞ ¼ tan)1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
O2

xðsÞ þO2
yðsÞ

q

OyðsÞ

0

@

1

A;

xðsÞ ¼ )PxðsÞ cosðcðsÞÞ þ PyðsÞ sinðcðsÞÞ;
yðsÞ ¼ ) cosðaðsÞÞ sinðcðsÞÞPxðsÞ ) cosðaðsÞÞ

' cosðcðsÞÞPyðsÞ þ sinðaðsÞÞPzðsÞ;
zðsÞ ¼ )ð) sinðaðsÞÞ sinðcðsÞÞPxðsÞ ) sinðaðsÞÞ

' cosðcðsÞÞPyðsÞ ) cosðaðsÞÞPzðsÞÞ

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

. (31)

The corresponding axis positions (q5' 1(s) ¼ [x(s), y(s),
z(s), a(s), c(s)]) along the 300mm long tool-path are shown
in Fig. 8. The two linear (x(s), y(s)) and one rotary (c(s))
drive displacements show sharp changes at the high
curvature locations.
The axis limits of the machine are given in Table 1. The

drives are controlled by a robust sliding mode controller
with feed-forward friction compensation presented by
Altintas et al. [17].
The path velocities constrained by each drive velocity,

acceleration and jerk limits are evaluated from Eqs. (12),
(18) and (23) and shown in Fig. 9. Depending on
the curvature of the path, different drives limit the feed,
along the tool-path. For example, x-axis limits the
maximum feed at _s ¼ 58mm=s at path position
(s ¼ 34mm), and y and c drives limit the feed at path
location (s ¼ 267mm/s). Similarly, the acceleration and
jerk limits of the drives constrain the feed at different
locations of the path. The envelope, that passes through
minimum feeds limited by the velocity (Fig. 9a), accelera-
tion (Fig. 9b) and jerk (Fig. 9c) are evaluated along the
path. The global optimization of the feed cannot combine
the three envelopes, since a change in the velocity between
two path points may violate the acceleration and jerk limits
of the drives. The optimal feed is evaluated by simulta-
neously optimizing velocity, acceleration and jerk limits of
all five drives as given in Eqs. (13), (19) and (25). The
identified feed is limited to 150mm/s set by the process
planner, and the resulting feed schedule along the path is
given in Fig. 10.
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It can be seen from Fig. 10 that if the machine travels at
150mm/s, the drive limits are violated at path regions
(0–60mm; 140–165mm; 240–300mm) where the curvatures
of the impeller blade are sharp. Although modern
controller adjust the speed along the sharp curvatures by
using look-ahead function, a worst case scenario is used
here as an illustration. If the feed is kept constant at
15mm/s, none of the drive limits are violated but the

machining time becomes TS ¼ 20.18 s. When the feed is
optimally scheduled by fitting a B-spline to 274 equally
spread points along the tool-path, the machining time
drops to TS ¼ 4.664 s, resulting in an 80% increase in
productivity. The algorithm was solved in MATLAB [16]
environment in 126 s on a P4 computer with 2.3GHz CPU
speed. As shown in Fig. 11, the scheduled feed has been
tested on the experimental five-axis machine, and the
resulting velocity, acceleration and jerk on each drive did
not violate their limits.
In addition to the reduction in machining time, the

proposed optimization improves the tracking accuracy of
the machine when the drives are not saturated. The
experimentally measured tracking errors are shown in
Fig. 12 for three cases. When the feed is set to the most
conservative feed (15mm/s), the drive limits are never
violated, the tracking accuracy is best due to the slow speed
but the machining time becomes TS ¼ 20.18 s. If the user
imposed feed (150mm/s) was used, the drives become
saturated excessively and the machine becomes uncontrol-
lable. A relatively conservative feed of f ¼ 40mm/s was
tested, which led to the violation of drive limits (Fig. 12)
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Table 1
Machine tool drive limits used in optimization of feed

Drives Velocity
(unit/s)

Acceleration
(unit/s2)

Jerk (unit/s3)

x (mm) 250 2000 3000
y (mm) 250 2000 3000
z (mm) 250 2000 3000
a (1) 166 2500 250
c (1) 290 2000 200

The cruise feed and tangential acceleration are set to _s ¼ 150mm=s and
€s ¼ 1000mm=s, respectively.
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and the tracking errors are amplified at the saturation
regions along the path. However, when the feed is
optimized, the machine was able to reach up to the desired

feed of 150mm/s at most locations, and the drive limits
were never violated. The machine tool control was kept in a
linear control region and the tracking accuracy became
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linearly proportional to the velocities and inversely
proportional to the bandwidth of the drives.

6. Conclusions

The productivity of five-axis machining of dies,
molds and aerospace parts with sculptured surfaces is
hindered by the metal cutting process, the machine
tool’s structural dynamics, thermal and volumetric accu-
racy of the machine, and kinematics and control of
the drives. This paper showed that the machining
time can be significantly reduced by optimizing the
feed along the tool-path while respecting velocity, accel-
eration and jerk limits of all five drives. In addition, the
avoidance of violating the saturation limits of the drives
allows the control law to operate in a linear region, hence
improving the accuracy and performance of the CNC
system. The tangential feed along the cutter axis varies
when the axial depth of cut is long, leading to conflicting
velocity, acceleration and jerk demands at each drive. The
proposed algorithm can be repeated along the cutter axis,
and the feed which satisfies the drive constraints can be
selected.
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Appendix. Feed profile generated with a B-spline

A cubic B-spline is used to smooth the scheduled
feed, providing a jerk continuous (C3) feed profile
(_s ¼ sðsÞ) along the tool-path as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
B-spline feed profile is defined by specifying nominal feed
values, f ¼ [f0, f1, y, fn)1] at fixed feed modulation points
along the path length, s ¼ ½sp0; s

p
1; . . . ; s

p
n)1&. The nominal

feeds are evaluated from the velocity, acceleration and jerk
limits expressed in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The discrete
nominal feed points (f) are then assigned as control points
to fit a cubic B-spline, that defines the jerk continuous feed
profile along the tool-path (0pspSS). Each tool-path
segment between two geometric points (Rk, Rk+1) is
divided into m equal arc-length segments to improve the
optimization of the feed variation while respecting the axis
constraints. The number of control points becomes n=mNs

where Ns is the original number of segments specified in the
NC tool-path. The feed profile (_s) is expressed in B-spline
form as:

_sðuÞ ¼ N0;3ðuÞf 0 þN1;3ðuÞf 1 þ * * * þNn)1;3ðuÞf n)1

¼
Xn)1

i¼0

Ni;3ðuÞf i. (A.1)

uA[0,1] is the feed profile parameter normalized with
respect to the total path length (SS),

u ¼ s
1

SS
. (A.2)

Note that, the B-spline (Eq. (A.1)) interpolates the nominal
feed points fi with respect to n sets of cubic interpolation
functions, Ni,3(u), that are computed discretely through
evaluation of the following recurrence formula,

Ni;0ðuÞ ¼
1; if uipupuiþ1;

0; otherwise:

(

Ni;kðuÞ ¼
u) ui

uiþ1 ) ui
Ni;k)1ðuÞ þ

uiþ4 ) u

uiþ4 ) uiþ1
Niþ1;k)1ðuÞ

9
>>>=

>>>;
; k ¼ 1; 2; 3.

(A.3)

The interpolation functions (Ni,3(u)) are dependent only on
uniformly distributed path displacements (u), hence the
B-spline parameters do not change when the feeds are
altered up and down during the axis-constraint based
optimization. The parameter vector (u) contains n)2
uniformly distributed B-spline parameters along the entire
tool-path and computed as

u ¼ ½ 0 u1 u2 . . . 1 & ¼ ½ 0 Ds 2Ds . . . SS
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

n)2 points

&

'
1

SS
; where Ds ¼

SS

n) 3
. (A.4)

In order to force the B-spline to pass through initial and
final feed points [(s ¼ 0, f0 ¼ finit) and (s ¼ SS, fn)1 ¼
ffinal)], the first and last entries in the parameter vector (u)
are repeated,

u ¼
0 . . . 0|fflffl{zfflffl}

4

ui uiþ1 . . . 1 . . . 1|fflffl{zfflffl}
4

$ %
. (A.5)

The 1st and 2nd derivatives of the feed B-spline with
respect to the normalized spline parameter (u) is

€sðuÞ ¼
dsðuÞ
du

¼
dN0;3ðuÞ

du
f 0 þ * * * þ

dNn)1;3ðuÞ
du

f n)1

¼
Pn)1

i¼0

dNi;3ðuÞ
du

f i

! "

_ _ _sðuÞ ¼
d2sðuÞ
du2

¼
d2N0;3ðuÞ

du2
f 0 þ * * * þ

d2Nn)1;3ðuÞ
du2

f n)1

¼
Pn)1

i¼0

d2Ni;3ðuÞ
du2

f i

! "

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

(A.6)

where derivatives of the blending functions are evaluated
through repeated differentiation as,

dðkÞNi;3ðuÞ
duðkÞ

¼ 3
dðk)1ÞNi;2ðuÞ=duðk)1Þ

uiþ3 ) ui
)

dðk)1ÞNiþ1;2ðuÞ=duðk)1Þ

uiþ4 ) uiþ1

 !

,

k ¼ 1; 2. (A.7)

Hence, acceleration (€s) and jerk ( _ _ _s) profiles along the
path displacement (s) may be evaluated using Eqs. (A.6)
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and (A.7) as:

€sðsÞ ¼
1

SS

! "
_sðuÞ

d_sðuÞ
du

! "((((
u¼s=SS

_ _ _sðsÞ ¼
1

SS

! "2

_s2ðuÞ
d2 _sðuÞ
du2

! "(((((
u¼s=SS

þ
1

SS

! "
_sðuÞ

d_sðuÞ
du

! "((((
u¼s=SS

 !2

9
>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>;

. (A.8)
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